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Lemma 2.2. Let a e £(H, K) and let S be a closed linear subspace of H with 
c(S, a) > 0. a(S) is then a closed linear subspace of K. 
Proof. Suppose that y e K such that there is a sequence {oc(xn)}n== x with lim a(x„) = 
= y. The sequence {xn}n= x is then a Cauchy sequence because of 
||x„ - xm\\ ^ (c(S9 a ) )
- 1 . ||a(jcB) - a(xw)|| . 
Let x = lim xn. Then a(x) = y. Which proves that a(S) is closed. 
Recall that the dimension of the Hilbert space H is defined as dim (H) = card (I), 
where I is the index set of a complete orthonormal system © = {et}ieI of H. 
Lemma 2.3. Let A a H be a subset with card (A) ^ K0. We consider the set 
R(A) = {rx . xx + ... + rn. xn; xl9 ...9xne A and rl9 ..., rne Q}9 where Q is the 
subfield of the field of the Hilbert space formed by the elements with rational real 
components. Then card (R(A)) = card (A). 
oo 
Proof. There is an obvious map of the set (J (Q x A)n onto the set R(A). We have 
oo 
card (Q X A) = card (A), and hence card ( U (Q x A)") = card (A). Consequently, 
card (R(A)) < card (A), and therefore card (R(A)) = card (A). 
Lemma 2.4. If a e £(H, K), then dim (CI (a(H))) ^ dim (H). 
Proof. Let 33 = {e^^ be a complete orthonormal system of the Hilbert space H. 
We consider the set D = K(23) of the preceding lemma 2.3. First we observe that 
CI (a(£>)) = CI (a(H)). Namely suppose that y e CI (a(H)) and let an a > 0 be given. 
There is then a y' e a(H) with \\y — y'\\ < \z. Let x' e H with a(x') = y'. There is 
a deT) with ||x' - d\\ < e/(2 . ||a||). Hence ||a(d) - y\\ ^ ||a(d) - a(x')|| + \\y' -
- v|| ^ ||a|| . ||d - x'|| + ||yr - y\\ < s. 
Let & = {fj}jej be a complete orthonormal system of the Hilbert space CI (a(H)). 
We define a map 
s : J -> a(T>), 
s(fj) = 9j > w h e r e 9j e a(^) w i t h \\0j - / j | | < i • 
This map is one-to-one. Namely if fy # ffc and 5(f7) = s(fc) = g} = gk9 then 
7 2 = Uf,. - ffc|| ^ Ufy - gjU + ||gfc - A|| < 1, which is not possible. Therefore 
card (J) < card (a(D)) g card (D) = card (I). 
3. co-BOUNDED SUBSETS OF A METRIC SPACE 
Definition 3.1. Let X be a metric space. Or(x) = {y; y e X with d(x9 y) < r} is the 




Theorem 4.1. KW(F) is a closed two-sided ideal in the algebra 2(E). If co± and co2 
are two cardinal numbers with co1 < co2, then G ^ F ) cz ( ^ ( E ) . 
Proof. Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. 
Notice that if co < K0, then <£J(E) = {0}. 
5. o>COMPACT LINEAR MAPS OF HILBERT SPACES 
Lemma 5.1. Let H and K be Hilbert spaces, a e £(H, K) is co-compact if and only 
if a* . a is co-compact. 
Proof. If a e £ ( H , K) is co-compact, then a* . a is co-compact by lemma 4.L 
Suppose now that a* . a e £(H) is co-compact. We prove that a is co-compact. Let 
B cz H be bounded, and let an s > 0 be given. There is a constant b with ||x|| < b 
for all x e B. Since a* . a(B) is co-bounded, there exists a set of points {ym}meM> 
ym e a* . a(B), with card (M) < co, and with a* . a(B) cz (J O£2/26(ym). For each 
meM 
m e M we choose a xm e B with a* . a(xm) = ym. We consider then the set of points 
{zm}meM, where zm = a(xm) e oc(B). We claim that a(B) cz (J O£(zm). Namely suppose 
meM 
that x e B. There is an m with || j / m — a* . a(x)|| < e
2/2b. We compute 
II a W - Zm||2 = (<*(* - *«) > a ( * ~ *m)) = ( a* • a ( * ~ *m)> * - X„) ^ 
e2 
^ ||a* . a(x) - ym\\ . \\x - xm|| < — . 2b = s
2 . 
2b 
Hence x e Oe(zm). 
Corollary 5.1. a e £(H, K) is co-compact if and only if a* e £(K, H) is co-compact. 
Proof. If oce £(H, K) is co-compact, then a . a* = (a*)* . a* is co-compact by 
lemma 4.1. Lemma 5.1 implies that a* is co-compact. If a* is co-compact, then a = 
= (a*)* is co-compact by the preceding. 
Corollary 5.2. (^(H) is a closed two-sided *-ideal of £(H). 
Proof. ^ ( H ) is a *-ideal by corollary 5.1. Actually any two-sided ideal in £(H) is 
automatically a *-ideal. Compare for example theorem 1.2 of [2]. 
Lemma 5.2. Let S cz H be a closed linear subspace of the Hilbert space H, and 
assume that dim (S) = co ^ K0. The projection ns is then (co + l)-compact, but 
not co-compact. 
Proof, We show that S is (co + l)-bounded. Let © = {e^iei be a complete ortho-
normal system of S. Then card (I) = co. We consider the set I) = K(33) of lemma 2.3. 
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subspace T0 c a(H) with dim (T0) Z co. Then S0 = a
_ 1(T0) is a closed linear subspa-
ce of H with a(S0) = T0. Let S0 = (kernel (a))
1 n S0. ajSo : S0 -> F0 is a continuous 
isomorphism onto T0, and (a |S o)
_ 1 e £(T0, S0) by theorem 2.1. Let c = ||(a[^0)"~
x[|, 
and let B0 = {x; x e H with ||x[| ^ c}. Consequently, {y; y e T0 and ||y|| ^ 1} c 
<= a(B0). Because B0 is bounded, a (B 0 )
i s co-compact. Hence there exists a set of points 
{ym}meM> ym e a(B0), with card (M) < co, and with a(B0) c (J 01 /2(ym). We consider 
meM 
now a complete orthonormal system $3 = {ejiej of T0. Then 93 c a(B0) and 
card (I) i> co. We construct a map 
s : I -> M , s(i) = m with e£ e Oi/2(ym) . 
The map s is one-to-one by the same argument as in the proof of lemma 5.2. Thus 
card (I) = card (M) < co ^ card (I), which is a contradiction. Therefore all closed 
linear subspaces T c a(H) have dim (T) < co. 
Now we assume that each closed linear subspace T c a(H) has dim (T) < co. We 
show that a is co-compact. Suppose that a -# 0. Let B c H be a bounded subset, and 
let an s > 0 be given. There is a constant b with ||x[| < b for all xeB. We apply 
lemma 5.3. There exists a closed linear subspace S c H with c(S, a) < e/(2b . ||a]|) 
and ||a|si.|| < e/(2b . ||a||). By lemma 2.2 a(S) is a closed linear subspace, and by 
hypothesis dim (a(S)) < co. As shown in the proof of lemma 5.2, a(S) is co-bounded. 
There exists a set of points {ym}meM> ym
 e a(S), with card (M) < co, and with a(S) c 
c U Oe/2(ym). We conclude that a(B) c (J Oe(ym). Namely if x e B, then x = xx + 
meM meM 
+ x2, xx e S, x2e S
1, and [[xj[|, ||x2|| < b. Thus a(xx) e O£/2(ym). Therefore ||a(x) — 
- ym\\ g ||a(xx) - j m | | + ||a(x2)|| < s. Hence a(x) e Oe(ym). This proves that a(B) 
is co-bounded. 
Theorem 5.2. (Rellich criterion). Let H and K be Hilbert spaces, let a e 2(H, K), 
and let co ̂  K0 be a cardinal number, a is co-compact if and only if for each 
s > 0 t/iere exists a closed linear subspace T a H with codim (T) < co and with 
MA < £• 
Proof. Suppose that a is co-compact. Let s > 0 be given. We apply lemma 5.3. 
There exists a closed linear subspace S c H with c(S, a) > s and ||a|s±|| < s. By 
lemma 2.2 a(S) is a closed linear subspace, and by theorem 5.1 dim (a(S)) < co. 
Since ns : S -» a(S) is one-to-one, it is by theorem 2.1 a continuous isomorphism 
onto the Hilbert space a(S). Therefore dim (S) < co. Let T = S1. 
Next we assume that for each s > 0 there exists a closed linear subspace T a H 
with codim (T) < co and with [|aL|| < s. We have to show that a is co-compact. Let 
S = TL. Then dim (Cl(a(S)) rg dim (S) < co by lemma 2.4. Carrying out the same 
construction as in the second part of the proof of theorem 5.1, we obtain that a is 
co-compact. 
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